“Butterfly Magic”
Emergence Kit
and Lessons
Gulf Fritillary
caterpillar habitat,
food, real butterfly
wings, chrysalis,
six complete
lessons with
teaching ideas,
activity pages and
a CD of full color
pictures. Lessons
follow Arizona
Science Standards
for kindergarten to
second grade.
2.
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Introduction
This kit is designed to introduce young students to the life cycle of butterflies. All
the materials needed to observe a caterpillar eat, molt, create a chrysalis and
emerge as a butterfly are included. Contact the Gift Shop at Tucson Botanical
Gardens to find out when caterpillars will be available.

Lessons:







What is an Insect?
Life Cycle of a Butterfly
Caterpillar Observations
Butterflies and Us
Butterflies and Moths
The Butterfly’s Job (Pollination), Native Arizona Butterflies

Butterfly Basics
Butterflies are in the order Lepidoptera, a large group of insects that also
contains moths. There are about 180,000 species of butterflies described so far,
split across 126 families. Butterflies and moths account for 10% of all animal
species.
Lepidoptera means “scaly wing”, a name describing the small scales that cover
the wings of both butterflies and moths. Butterflies are characterized by their
large, colorful wings while moth wings are typically more plainly colored. Both
have mouthparts shaped into a proboscis which is a sucking mouthpart used to
feed on nectar. Lepidopteran fossils start to show up in the Lower Cretaceous
period, and their radiation is closely tied to the evolution and radiation of
flowering plants. They are found on all continents except for Antarctica. The
highest species concentrations are in the tropics, and are always associated
with flowering plants.
These insects are holometabolous, indicating that they go through a complete
metamorphosis, from caterpillar to chrysalis (pupa) to adult. Most moths (and a
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few butterflies) spin a silk cocoon around their chrysalis for protection prior to
pupating. The adult phase is usually the shortest and centers on propagation.
Butterflies and moths communicate to other individuals of their species through
visual and chemical signaling.
Moths and butterflies can be differentiated by certain features; moths are
typically very hairy, have branched antennae and are most often active at
night. Butterflies are active during the day, have straight antennae (sometimes
with a slight thickening or “bulb” at the end) and are often much more colorful.
Lepidopterans are important generalist pollinators, though their caterpillar
larvae are often considered to be agricultural pests because they feed on
vegetation. They are the most popular and recognizable insect group. All
commercially produced silk comes from moths.

Instructions
Materials




Caterpillar food – should be kept in the refrigerator to prevent drying out
Container of caterpillars
Mesh cage (optional, not included in kit)

Instructions
When you receive your caterpillars, keep them inside and away from direct
sunlight or blowing air. They must be kept between 65 – 80 degrees F.
Feeding your caterpillars
A small amount (about the size of a dime) of caterpillar food provided should
be added to the container with the caterpillars. This should be checked daily,
and replaced if it dries out or is fully eaten. The caterpillars will eat much, so
make sure they are never without food. There is no need to provide water; they
receive everything they need from the food provided.
The caterpillars will shed 4 times before pupating, so depending on the size
when received you should see this happen several times. Make sure you do not
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disturb the caterpillar during molting or at least 24 hours after – they are still soft
and could potentially be hurt. The caterpillars will grow for 10-14 days until they
are ready to pupate.
When the caterpillar attaches itself to the top of the container, it is ready to
pupate. Make sure you leave it alone at this time, and avoid touching it or
disturbing it at least 2 days after pupation. The butterfly will stay in the chrysalis
for about 7-14 days.
When the butterfly emerges from its chrysalis it will need to expand its wings and
dry them out. This process can take 2-5 hours, and the butterfly should not be
moved, touched, or disturbed during this time. Once the butterfly has fully dried
off it will be ready to fly. If you do not have a mesh cage to which to transfer the
butterfly it should be released outside. The caterpillar cup is too small for the
butterfly.
Keeping your butterflies for observation
If you have a mesh cage, or other container large enough to enable the
butterfly to fly, you can keep the butterfly for observation for several days.
To transfer the butterfly to the mesh cage, put the caterpillar container into the
cage and let the butterfly fly out into the cage. Make sure you don’t let it
escape – it might be best to do this outside just in case.
Feeding your butterfly
Once the butterfly is an adult, it will need a different kind of food: nectar. You
can make this by mixing 3 teaspoons of sugar in 1 cup of water with a drop of
red food coloring (optional). Soak a cotton ball or pad in the sugar water and
place it on a small plate in the bottom of the mesh cage for the butterfly to
drink. The cotton ball should be replaced every day or whenever it dries out. Do
not leave an open bowl of sugar water in the cage as the butterfly could fall in
and drown.
You can also put slices of fruit like banana, oranges, or melon in the bottom of
the cage as well as an additional food source.
You should keep the butterfly only as long as you are observing it, up to five
days. After that it should be released outside.
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Releasing your butterfly
To let your butterfly go, open the container or mesh cage and let it fly out on its
own. Do not shake the container – you may have to be patient.
You can also gently let it walk on your hand to help bring it out of the cage so it
can fly away easier, but you shouldn’t try to grab or hold it.
When you release the butterfly outside, make sure it is during the day and that
outside temperatures are above 55 F (or it may have trouble keeping warm
enough to fly).

Lessons
The following lessons are an important adjunct to the Butterfly Emergence Kit. As
students are watching firsthand the body and movement of the caterpillars,
they can be learning about the anatomy and functions of the parts as they
relate to their own bodies. Feeding the caterpillars allows students to see the
needs of living things and the roles of internal organs. Later, as the caterpillars
pupate, students will see the process of metamorphosis and compare this life
cycle with the life cycles of other organisms. The caterpillars available for this kit
are native to Arizona and rely on native plants for food and reproduction. The
last lessons in this kit emphasize our native species, the interdependence
between plants and butterflies, and the importance of sustaining this necessary
relationship.
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Arizona State Science Standards
Addressed in these Lessons
Kindergarten: Strand 4 Life Science
Concept 1: Characteristics of Organisms (Understand that the basic structures of
in plants and animals serve a function)
PO1. Distinguish between living things and nonliving things
PO2. Name the following human body parts: head, shoulders, arms,
elbows, wrists, hands, fingers, legs, hips, knees, ankles, feet, heels, toes
PO3. Identify the five senses and their related body parts:
Sight – eyes
Hearing – ears
Smell - nose

Taste - tongue
Touch - skin

Kindergarten: Strand 4 Life Science (continued)
Concept 2: Life Cycles (Understand the life cycles of plants and animals)
PO1. Describe that most plants and animals will grow to physically
resemble their parents.
Concept 3: Organisms and Environments (Understand the relationships among
various organisms and their environment)
PO1. Identify some plants and animals that exist in the local environment
PO2. Identify that plants and animals need the following to grow and
survive: food, water, air, space
PO3. Describe changes observed in a small system
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Grade 1: Strand 4 Life Science
Concept 1: Characteristics of Organisms (Understand that the basic structures of
in plants and animals serve a function)
PO1. Identify the following as characteristics of living things: growth and
development, reproduction, response to stimulus
PO2. Compare the following observable features of living things
Movement – legs, wings
Protection – skin, feathers, tree bark
Respiration – lungs, gills
Support – plant stems, tree trunks
PO3. Identify observable similarities and differences (e.g., number of legs,
body coverings, size) between /among different groups of animals
Concept 2: Life Cycles (Understand the life cycles of plants and animals)
PO1. Identify stages of human life (e.g. infancy, adolescence, adulthood)
PO2. Identify similarities and differences between animals and their
parents
Concept 3: Organisms and Environments (Understand the relationships among
various organisms and their environment)
PO1. Identify some plants and animals that exist in the local environment
PO3. Describe how plants and animals within a habitat are dependent on
each other.

Grade 2: Strand 4 Life Science
Concept 1: Characteristics of Organisms (Understand that the basic structures of
in plants and animals serve a function)
PO1. Identify animal structures that serve different functions (e.g., sensory,
defense, locomotion).
PO2. Identify the following major parts of:
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Digestive system – mouth, esophagus, stomach, small and large
intestines
Respiratory system – nose, trachea, lungs, diaphragm
Circulatory system – heart, arteries, veins, blood
PO3. Describe the basic functions of the following systems:
Digestive system – breakdown and absorption of food, disposal of
waste
Respiratory system – exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide
Circulatory system – transportation of nutrients and oxygen
throughout the body
Concept 2: Life Cycles (Understand the life cycles of plants and animals)
PO1. Describe the life cycles of various insects
PO3. Describe how plants and animals within a habitat are dependent on
each other.
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Lesson 1: What is an Insect?
Objective: Students will be able to identify and use 5 characteristics that
differentiate insects from other animals
Materials: 3 Insects Posters, Insect Quiz cards, “Insect Parts” activity page,
craft materials to make an insect (not included)
Approach: Ask the class “How many of you have ever seen an insect? What is
an insect?” As they tell you their responses, put any named insects (such as ants,
bees etc.) in one list, and any correct descriptions in another list (hard shell, small
animal etc.) in another list. If students mention a name or characteristic that
does not describe a true insect put those items in a third list. Show the picture of
the fly to stimulate more descriptions of insects.
Lesson:
1. “There are 5 things that describe a true insect and you have named several
of them, let’s look at the list. Listen carefully, because I will give you a quiz
right afterwards!” Hold up the poster with the list of characteristics as you go
over each one, pointing to the features in the picture and even pointing to
corresponding parts on their own bodies. Go over the list several times as the
students point to their own corresponding features.
2. Show students the Insect Quiz pictures. Ask them to identify which of the
pictures show a real insect and explain why. The lizard, fish, and spider are
not true insects. Spiders have 8 legs and are arachnids, not insects.
3. “Where do insects live and what do they eat?” They live everywhere and
eat almost everything! “Why are they important?” They eat many dead
things, they are food for larger animals such as lizards and birds, and they
help flowers make seeds!
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Practice:
1. Sing to the tune of “Head and Shoulder, Knees and Toes” as students
touch their heads, chest and abdomen, point to their eyes and legs and
imitate antennae:
Head, thorax, abdomen, abdomen!
Head, thorax, abdomen, abdomen!
Eyes, six legs, antennae too,
Head, thorax, abdomen, abdomen!
2. Point to the insect parts on the poster and ask students to identify each
one.
3. Color and label the insect picture.
4. Students can create their own bug being sure that they include 3 body
parts, 6 legs emanating from the thorax, one pair of antennae, and wings
if desired. Here are some ideas:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Body made of 3 thumbprints and the rest drawn in
Body made of 3 segments of an egg carton, pipe cleaners etc.
Body made of 3 small rocks, legs made of twigs
Body made of paper circles, legs of toothpicks and wings of cupcake
liners
e. Most creative- offer an assortment of everyday objects from which
students can choose:
Body – combinations of pom poms, fun foam, plastic eggs, bottle caps
(use a craft stick as a base)
Legs/Antennae – pipe cleaners, sticks, toothpicks, straws
Eyes – paper punches, foam pieces
Wings – cupcake papers, baggies, tissue paper, fabric triangles
Assessment:
1. Have students describe the parts of the bug that they created
2. Take students outside to view small living things and identify them as
true insects or not.
3. Play a guessing game where you describe “yourself”:
“I am small and I have a hard shell. When I come out of the shell I
have 2 legs and feathers. Am I an insect?”
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Name _____________________

Insect Parts!

Leg

Exoskeleton

Eye

Abdomen

Thorax

Head
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Antenna

Lesson 2: Life Cycle of a Butterfly
Objective: Students will be able to relate the life cycle of a butterfly
Materials: Butterfly Poster, Life Cycle Poster, Life Cycle Details Posters, Activity
Pages: “Life Cycle of a Butterfly”, “Butterfly Life Cycle Leaf Booklet”,
Green construction paper (not included)
Approach: “Last time we talked about insects. Look at this picture of a butterfly
and tell me if it is an insect? What do you see that helps you identify it? This is an
adult butterfly – what do you think a baby butterfly is like? You know what a
baby human is like – but insects, including butterflies, start out as an egg.”

Lesson:
1. The caterpillar(s) you have received as a part of this kit are Gulf
Fritillaries. Their life cycle is illustrated in this lesson.
2. Use the Life Cycle Poster and the detailed posters to show the
following:
“The mother butterfly finds a plant she knows her caterpillar will
like, and lays an egg. For the Gulf Fritillary, this plant is the passion
vine. After a while, the egg hatches and out comes a larva or
caterpillar. Caterpillars spend their time eating the leaves of this
plant and growing very quickly. They will molt an average of 4
times, but this may vary depending on the temperature. When the
caterpillar is ready, it will attach its rear end to a leaf or branch and
take on a “J” shape. It will molt one more time, revealing a pinkish
skin that hardens into a brown/gray chrysalis. This is the pupa. Inside
the pupa the caterpillar changes completely into a butterfly and
later emerges. The process from caterpillar to butterfly is called
metamorphosis.”
Have the students repeat this word (metamorphosis) and repeat each
of the phases in the life cycle.
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3. “Right now in our butterfly kit, we have a caterpillar. It had been an
egg, but once it hatched, the caterpillar was sent to us. We will watch
it eat for several days as the rest of the cycle occurs.”
Practice:
1. Review the life cycle with hand motions. “What is the first stage in a
butterfly’s life? An egg” (hand clutched tight in a fist). “What is the
second stage? A caterpillar” (index finger extended, scrunched,
extended, scrunched). “What is the third stage? A chrysalis” (index
finger wrapped by other hand). “What is the last stage of a butterfly’s
metamorphosis? A butterfly (thumbs interlocked, fingers moving up
and down like a flapping butterfly).
2. Make the Butterfly Life Cycle Leaf Booklet.
Assessment:
1. Have students fill in the Life Cycle Activity page
2. Students should relate the life cycle of the butterfly by using their
Butterfly Life Cycle Leaf Booklet.
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Name _____________________

Life Cycle of a Butterfly
Gulf Fritillary Butterfly

Chrysalis

Caterpillar

Butterfly

Egg
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Metamorphosis

Butterfly Life Cycle Leaf Booklet

Leaf Template
Cut 2 on fold
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Place on fold

Butterfly Life Cycle Leaf Booklet –
Assembly Instructions
Materials Needed:
Green Construction Paper, glue stick, 2 craft sticks, Copy of Butterfly Life Cycle
Leaf Booklet page
1. Cut out the items on the Butterfly Life Cycle Leaf
Booklet page
2. To use the leaf template, fold green construction
paper in half “hamburger” style (width wise). Place
template on the fold, trace and cut out. Repeat.
3. Glue fold of one leaf onto the center of other to make a book with 4
pages. Glue Title onto first page
4. Glue booklet at an angle onto colored craft stick
5. Glue egg onto second page
6. Glue caterpillar onto third page and cut “bites” out of the
leaf
7. For Chrysalis, fold in half and glue edges slightly so that a
pocket is formed. Glue hanging down from last leaf page in the
book
8. Fold one of the butterflies lengthwise in fourths
and push into chrysalis pocket
9. Take last butterfly and mount on the end of a narrow craft
stick.
10. Have students use these to act out the life cycle of the Gulf
Fritillary butterfly.
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Lesson 3: Caterpillar Observations
Objective: Students will make at least 3 observations of the caterpillars in the kit,
make 2 measurements on their growth and relate 2 things about its behavior.
Materials: Caterpillar Poster, Activity pages: ”Caterpillar Observations” (for older
students), “Caterpillar Observations” (for younger students),
“Caterpillar Insides”
Approach: “Our butterfly is like a baby now; it is a larva or caterpillar. We will be
watching it as it eats, grows and molts. Eventually it will form a chrysalis and
emerge as a butterfly! But right now, it is nothing like a butterfly! Let’s look at it
close up.”
Lesson:
1.

2.

Have students closely observe the caterpillars and/or look at the
Caterpillar Poster to make the observations listed on the activity sheet.
You may choose to have the students work all together as a class, or
in groups of two or three. There are 2 Caterpillar Observations Pages.
Pick the page that best suits your students.
As students observe the caterpillars over a period of several days, they
will notice
a. Larvae are bright orange with rows of dark spikes. The spikes
themselves are harmless, but the larvae are poisonous to birds
and other predators.
b. The caterpillars will eat almost constantly and grow fatter and
larger. The cuticle covering them can expand only so much and
the caterpillar will eventually molt. Caterpillars will molt 4 times
before attaching themselves and molting the last time into their
pupal form. Students can approximate length by holding a ruler
up to the caterpillar container.
c. Caterpillars will create frass – small dark grains of excrement.
d. Older students might be interested in the internal anatomy of
caterpillars. You may choose to use the “Caterpillar Insides”
activity sheet.
e. After 11 – 21 days, and the 4th molting, caterpillars will find a
place to spin an anchor, attach their rear end, and assume a “J”
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position. This is the cue that they will molt one last time, revealing
their pupal chrysalis which will harden and darken.
f. This stage will last 11-21 days. When it is time for the butterfly to
emerge, a slit will form on the tip of the chrysalis revealing the
head. The slit will expand as the butterfly emerges. Red liquid
may spill out of the chrysalis. This is not blood but liquid leftover
from the transformation. The butterfly will remain on the chrysalis
for a time, pumping blood into its wings to unfold and expand
them. Eventually the butterfly will be ready to fly.

Practice:
1. Have students share their observations with other students not in their
groups. Have them use correct terms such as larva, pupa, cuticle, frass
and chrysalis
2. Refer back to the Life Cycle Poster and have students fill in details that
are not listed but have come from their observations.
Assessment:
1. Students can use the Life Cycle activity sheet to describe total process
learned and observed
2. Students may add to their Butterfly Life Cycle Leaf and describe the
process in more detail
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Name _____________________

Caterpillar Observations
Day and Time

What are the caterpillars
doing?
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Length of one
Caterpillar

Have the
caterpillars been
eating?

Is there a new molt
or fresh frass?

Have any
caterpillars
pupated?

Name _____________________

Caterpillar Observations
Observation
Crawling
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Eating

Resting

Pupating

Name _____________________

Caterpillar Insides
Thorax

Abdomen

Tentacles

Simple
Eyes
Antenna
e
Jaws

Spiracles

Prolegs

Anal
Proleg

True
Legs

Head

Excretory System
(Malpighian tubules)

Intestine

Dorsal Vein

Anus

Mouth
Silk Gland

Nervous System

1. What body parts do caterpillars have that humans also have?
2. Why do caterpillars need silk glands?
3. Why don’t caterpillars have any egg laying parts
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Lesson 4: Butterflies and Us!
Objective: Students will be able to identify the special characteristics of
butterflies and relate them to their own body parts
Materials: Butterfly Poster, Butterfly Head Poster, Butterfly Wings Poster, Butterfly
Vision Poster, Butterfly Tasting Poster, Gulf Fritillary Poster, Blue
Morpho Poster, Activity Pages: “Butterfly Parts”, “Gulf Fritillary
Butterfly Model”, “Color Your Own Butterfly Model”, “Butterfly
Matching”
Butterfly “Eye” made of straws (Cut 2 inch pieces of plastic straws,
then rubber band 30 or so together to make a compound eye
Approach: Ask the class “What part of your body do you use to taste
something? What if you used your foot to do that – what would happen?” Take
some answers. “What do you use to see with? What if you didn’t just have 2
eyes, but had more than a thousand little eyes! What would that be like?
Lesson:
1. “An animal that uses its feet to taste and has over a thousand eyes is the
butterfly! Take a look at this picture of a butterfly and tell me whether or
not it is an insect.” Point out the exoskeleton, the three body parts, the 6
legs, antennae and wings (some butterfly pictures may appear to show
only 4 legs, this is because in some butterflies the pair closest to their head
is greatly reduced in size).
2. “Why do they use their feet to taste? Let’s take a closer look at butterflies
and find out other unusual things!”
3. Have students examine the picture of the butterfly head. “What do you
see?”
a. Hairy! The hair goes through holes in their exoskeleton so that they
can feel things a gentle as a breeze. What does your hair do for
you?
b. Very Large Compound Eyes – these are actually composed of
thousands of smaller eyes. Each little eye sees a small bit and the
brain puts all the little pictures together to see one big picture. Try
using the Straw Butterfly “Eye”. How do your eyes see? Butterflies
can see some colors that we cannot see! (Show Butterfly Vision
Poster)
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c. Antennae – that can smell and feel. What do you use to smell? Why
would it be important for the butterfly to be able to smell? Why
would it need to smell? Butterflies also use their antennae to feel.
What do you use to feel things?
d. Long Rolled up “Tongue” -that is called a Proboscis. This is actually a
long tube, like a straw, that the butterflies use to drink nectar. What
do you use in order to eat? How can you drink liquids? If you
couldn’t use your hands, how could you drink?
4. “We’ve mentioned 3 senses of the butterfly – seeing, feeling, and smelling
– what are the other senses?”
a. Hearing – Butterflies do not have ears like we do, but they can feel
loud noises in their bodies – like you can “feel” a loud drum.
b. Tasting – As mentioned, butterflies taste with their feet. Why? (Show
the picture of a butterfly on a flower). As they land on a flower, they
can taste it and know immediately that they want to stay and drink
the nectar.
5. Look at the Butterfly picture again. “What other special parts do you see
on a butterfly?”
a. Wings – Butterflies have 4 wings. Most butterflies have different
coloration on the top of the wings as compared to the bottom of
the wings. The wings are actually transparent; the tiny scales on the
wings give them color and in some cases, iridescence. Use a
magnifying glass and the sample wings provided to see the wings
close- up. Sometimes the coloration on the wings helps to protect
them – it may look like the eyes of an owl or the head of a serpent.
(look at poster examples)
b. Legs – Look at the picture of the gulf fritillary butterfly or look at our
own butterfly. How many legs do you see? (4) The gulf fritillary have
6 legs, however, only 4 are standing legs. The other two are folded
close to their thorax under their heads
Practice:
1. Point to the Butterfly Diagram and have students name the parts. Use the
activity sheets
2. Create an accurate butterfly using the Gulf Fritillary Model pages or have
students color and cut their own butterfly.
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Assessment:
1. Have students describe their models in detail
2. Use the Butterfly Matching activity page
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Name _____________________

Butterfly Parts

Word Bank
Head

Antenna

Thorax

Proboscis

Abdomen

Front wing

Legs

Back wing
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Eye

Gulf Fritillary Butterfly Model

1. Cut out the two pieces of the butterfly. You may cut the legs of the butterfly as
one unit.
2. Fold down the legs and proboscis
3. Glue the body of the butterfly to the underside
of the wings
4. Stand your butterfly on table, finger or flower!
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Color Your Own Butterfly Model
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Name _____________________

Butterfly Matching
Draw a line to each butterfly part

What part helps a butterfly to:
Taste
Smell
Fly
Stand
See

Draw a line to each part:
Legs
Head
Antennae
Proboscis
Thorax
Abdomen
Wing
Eye
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Lesson 5: Butterfly vs. Moth
Objective: Students will be able to give 3 differences between butterflies and
moths and correctly identify pictures as being either butterfly or moth
Materials: Is This a Butterfly Poster, Butterfly vs. Moth Poster, Activity Pages: “Dress
for Success”, “Butterflies and Moths”, “Life Cycle of a Moth”,
“Butterfly or Moth?”
Approach: Look closely at “Is This a Butterfly?” Picture (it is a moth). Ask students
to name characteristics that resemble a butterfly, then name things that do not
(hairy, dull coloration, feathery antenna). Ask students if they can identify the
picture.
Lesson:
1. Butterflies and moths are in the same insect order, Lepidoptera (scaly
wings) but they are in different sub orders. They are similar, but there are
some major differences, partially due to the time of day that they are
active.
2. Help students to complete the “Dress for Success” activity sheet in order to
learn the major differences between butterflies and moths.
3. Go through the Life Cycle of a Moth and compare to the Life Cycle of a
Butterfly completed earlier. Note: not all moths create a cocoon over their
chrysalis (pupa), but butterflies never spin a cocoon.

Practice:
Complete the Venn Diagram for Moths and Butterflies
Assessment:
1. Ask students why they think moths and butterflies are in the same order
of insects (they should relate their similarities)
2. Ask students why moths and butterflies are in different suborders (they
should relate their differences)
3. Have them complete the “Butterfly or Moth” Activity Sheet
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Name _____________________

Dress for Success!
Butterfly

Moth

out during the day

out at night

1. Color: … the butterfly wings bright colors since it is out during the day and can blend in with the flowers
… the moth wings dull colors since it is out at night
2. Make: … the butterfly’s body smooth since it can absorb warm sunlight
… the moth’s body hairy because it is out during cold nights
3. Draw: … the butterfly’s antennae smooth with knobs at the end, to help it smell out food
… the moth’s antennae feathery so that it can smell very well during cold nights
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Name _____________________

Butterflies and Moths

Moth

Butterfly

Both
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Name _____________________

Life Cycle of a Moth

Caterpillar

Metamorphosis

Cocoon

Butterfly

Egg

Pupa
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Name _____________________

Butterfly or Moth?
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Lesson 6: The Butterfly’s Job
Pollination and Arizona Butterflies
Objective: Students will be able to describe the role of butterflies in pollination of
flowers and identify 3 native Arizona butterflies
Materials: A Butterfly’s Job Poster, Pollen on a Flower Poster, Spreading Pollen
Poster, Native Arizona Butterflies Posters, Activity Pages: “Butterfly
Pollination”, “Native Arizona Butterflies”, Glitter (not included)
Approach: Butterflies have an important job to do in our world and they do it all
the while they are sipping up nectar. Do you know what it is? Look at this picture
and tell me what this butterfly got on his proboscis while feeding? (pollen)
Lesson:
1. “Pollen is a yellow powder that plants make – it might make you sneeze
but plants make it because they need it in order to make seeds for more
plants. Plants need to trade pollen with other flowers like it, but how can
they do that? Maybe the wind will help, but insects like bees and
butterflies help the most.”
2. “When butterflies go from flower to flower sipping up nectar, they often
get the pollen on their legs, wings and proboscis. When they land on the
next flower, some of that pollen brushes off and helps that flower make
seeds. Without butterflies, we would not have the wide variety of colorful
flowers that we do.”
3. “In Arizona, we have some very special native butterflies that help our
wildflowers:
Queen Butterfly, Giant Swallowtail, Gulf Fritillary, Sleepy Orange,
Pipevine Swallowtail”
Practice:
1. Students may simulate butterfly pollination by using the Butterfly
Pollination Page. Cut out the butterfly and fold along the outer wing
edge. You may mount the butterfly and flowers on sticks if desired.
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Sprinkle very fine glitter on the flowers and let the students touch one
flower with the butterfly and spread glitter to the next flower.

2. Students may label the native butterflies on the Native Arizona Butterfly
sheet

Assessment
Students can write and illustrate a book about the life of a particular
caterpillar from egg all the way to butterfly, pollinating flowers and
sipping nectar.
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Butterfly Pollination
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Name _____________________

Native Arizona Butterflies
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